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About This Game

Pilot your plane and battle giant robotic monsters with unique capabilities in ten
fantastic settings. Then, take to the skies in online multiplayer dogfights and show

the world who's boss.

SKY BATTLES, requires strategy, skill and accuracy to bring down mighty
giant beasts bent on your destruction. Do you prefer to silence your

enemies with stealth, or firing a barrage of missiles?

Key Features

Eight monster bosses to defeat such as robots, sea monsters, dragons and Krakens

Ten original missions requiring boss defeats and gem collecting for levelling up

Customizable planes, each with their own weapons

In game power ups to increase plane abilities

Online multiplayer with four maps (and more coming!)
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Multi-Platform multiplayer pits you against PC/Mac/Mobile
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This game has SOOOOO much potential!
It's a shame the game doesn't use any of it.

Very dissapointing game, I thought it would be a smaller civilization game. If you put the time in to learn the game (which could
take awhile as the tutorials are in video form with the least interesting narrarator of all time)...MAYBE it could be enjoyable. In
other words, I bought this game for sale and I still feel ripped off.. In my opinion, this is the best North American train avalible
right now. I've ridden one of these, and the sounds are spot on! so are the braking physics and the passenger view. The only
thing I dislike is that the middle pair of doors open at every stop, even at low platforms.

So in conclusion,

10\/10
Statement: Just get it, this is actually worth the full price for once. The price was right on this one so I decided to pick it up. I
had a few hours worth of fun. Graphics are reasonable good, and work well with the game mechanics. Assortment of weapons is
reasonable -- kind of reminds me of RiverCity Ransom in some very minor ways.

I do have a few complaints/suggestions:

The game is way too difficult and there is not a serious progression system for skills/leveling. Even after having leveled
everything up to rank 3, my character felt pretty much the same.
The sidearm is way more powerful than most of the other weapons, if only for the fact that you can button mash until you
develop carpal tunnel.
Worldmap battle frequency is much too high.

Even with the above though, this is still a fun game, good for some hours of gameplay, and therefore I recommend it.. For a Putt-
Putt game its meh. Way shorter than Saves the Zoo or joins the circus to me. It has lots of variety due to its multiple areas. Still
a good game I would wait for a sale though. I think Circus is the best though the mini games were great. 6/10.. Fun little on rails
shooter
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The Game is unfinished. Lacks any real substance. I only played as the seeker and it was boring, you have no way to find the
droids unless they do something silly, All they have to do is walk and it is imposible to tell the difference between the AI.
No chase, No Tactics.

People seem to find unhelpfull revews that criticise VR games. I'm not critisising the VR, and this game has a great concept, It
could be a great game, but it is nowhere near a finished product.. Review changed on August 15th, 2017:

I am switching my review from negative to positive. The devs have listened to a lot of user feedback and have improved the
game in pretty big ways.

The locomotion option to use controller instead of HMD direction was added which was a huge deal for me. The maps were
altered, better balanced, new enemies and weapons were introduced. The game became more of a challenge and as a result a lot
more fun. The price was also reduced.

I think now Vindicta is a single player shooter worth buying. Good job devs on listening to the community.. This game is
definitely not for everyone.

The game itself is much more about character interactions and narrative than mechanics. Don't come to this game looking for
deep or interesting combat\u2014what it has is bumping into enemies. It does have interesting character moments, though, and it
shows a lot of heart. It appears to me that the developer put a lot of effort into making it.

Positives:
\u2022 Interesting character interactions.
\u2022 I've only played it once, so I can't confirm this, but there are numerous decision points that feel significant.
\u2022 Detailed and varied environments.
\u2022 A built in system to help the player identify important locations if they get stuck. This is a real frustration saver!
\u2022 Some self-aware humor.

Facts:
\u2022 The game follows a very directed path. The story itself doesn't feel linear, but the gameplay does.
\u2022 The setting is a space ship and several (very visually different) planets.

Negatives
\u2022 Too much inventory management. There are two important equipment categories\u2014keys and tools\u2014that you
have to frequently navigate through several menus in order to change which ones you have equipped. You must do this with
regularity.
\u2022 It can often be difficult to determine what terrain elements are passable and which aren't.

Overall, I enjoyed the game and feel that it is at a very fair price point.. VERY GREAT GAME I LIKE VODKA AND DRINK
THIS GAME TO PLAY WITH GUNS PEW PEW BUY THIS FOR 200000000\u00a3 EZ
PO\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I VODKA LADA VODKA SLAV. This game is horrible. I believe they have given up on
the game and have also taken our money with them. Their website is no longer in use. Steam should be taking this game down
and be giving us all a refund.. I think with my 6 minutes of playing this game, I've seen all it has to offer. This game is pure
profit
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